AFFINE ENDOMORPHISMS WITH A DENSE ORBIT TATSURO KASUGA
Abstract.
For a continuous endomorphism / on a locally compact group X and asjf.wt define an affine endomorphism fa : X -> X. We prove that if /" is not one to one and if ( X, fa) has a dense orbit then X is compact.
Let X be a locally compact group and let /": X -* X be an affine endomorphism: i.e. fa(x) = af(x) where a is a fixed element of X and / is a continuous endomorphism of X onto itself. The following problem is raised by P. R. Halmos [4, p. 29] .
" Can an automorphism of a locally compact but noncompact group be an ergodic measure-preserving transformation?" Recently the problem of Halmos was solved by N. Aoki [1] . Halmos' problem was generalized by Dani and Dateyama-Kasuga who obtained the following:
Theorem A. Let X be a locally compact metric group and fa: X -» X be a bicontinuous affine automorphism. If(X, fa) has a dense orbit, then (i) X is compact when X is connected (S. G. Dani [2] ).
(ii) X is either compact or discrete when X is totally disconnected [3] .
The aim of this note is to investigate whether the problem holds for continuous affine endomorphisms. The following is the main result of this note. Theorem 1. Let X be a locally compact group and let fa: X -* X be a continuous affine endomorphism that is not one-to-one. If (X, fa) has a dense orbit then X is compact.
We will deduce Theorem 1 from the following consequence of Theorem A.
Theorem
B. Let X be a locally compact metric group and fa: X -» X be a bicontinuous affine automorphism. If X is not discrete and (X, fa) has a dense orbit, then X is compact.
Proof. Let X0 be the connected component of the identity e in X. Then X/X0 is a locally compact totally disconnected metric group. Now define the map ga: X/X0 -* X/X0 by 8a(*Xo)-fa(x)X0 (xex).
Then it is obvious that ga is a bicontinuous affine automorphism and (X/X0, ga) has a dense orbit. By Theorem A, X/X0 is compact. Therefore it is enough to show that X0 is compact. This is proved by using the fact that an affine automorphism with a dense orbit is measure-preserving under the left Haar measure /x (cf. [3, Proposition 1]).
The conclusion of Theorem 1 will be obtained in proving the following two propositions: Proposition 2. Let X andfa be as in Theorem 1. If X is discrete and (X, fa) has a dense orbit, then X is finite.
Proof. Since fa is not one-to-one, there are zx and z2 in X such that zx ^ z2, but fa(zx) = fa(z2). Since (X, fa) has a dense orbit, there is an element x0 in X such that {fâ(x0): n ^ 0} is dense in X. Hence there are integers nx and n2 (0 < nx < n2) such that fa">(x0) = zx and fa*>(x0) = z2. Since /a"> + 1(*o) = /"(z,) = fa(z2) = /a"2 + 1(*o)>wehave X' {xQ,fa(^o)Ja(^o),---J:i~"1~\x0)}, i.e. X is finite.
For the case X is not discrete, X is a-compact when (X, fa) has a dense orbit. For, since X is locally compact, there exists a compact neighborhood K of e in X. By assumption, there is x0 e X such that {f"(x0): n > 0} is dense in X. Hence, X = U^_0/a"(x0)F, i.e. Xis a-compact. Clearly, fa is an open map, because/: X -* X is onto.
Hereafter we may assume that X is a-compact. Then there exists a compact normal subgroup H of X such that f(H)eH and that X/H is metrizable and separable (see [1] ). Define the endomorphism g: X/H -» X/í/" by g(xH) = f(x)H and put ga(xH) = ag(xH) (x e X). If (X, fa) has a dense orbit, then so does (X/H,ga). Clearly X is a locally compact metric group and d is rotation invariant since d0 is rotation invariant. For ä = (a,)°L0 e X with a0 = a, and affine endomorphism fB has a dense orbit in X since so does (X, fa). Indeed, we can find z0 e X such that and so we choose r; > 0 such that d0(fJ(x), fJ(y)) < e/4 (0<y'<w) when í/0(x, _y) < i). Take ä = (a,)°l0 G -*" sucri mat a0 = a and /-'(a,-) = a _, (0 < i' ¿ij < w). Since {f"(z0); n 7* 0} is dense in X, for a{la2l = d0(fJ(fak(z0)), fJ(a-xl)fJ(a?) ■ ■ ■ fJ(a-ml)fl(xm)) < e/4
forO^j^m. Therefore, m d{f¿+-H?). x) < E d0(am_jam_j_i ■ ■ ■ a2axfak+J(z0), f>(xm))/2> + e/2 7 = 0 < e, which implies that ( X, fs) has a dense orbit. Obviously X is locally compact and f¡¡: X -> X is one-to-one. Since fB is an open map, actually fs is bicontinuous. Since (X, fu) has a dense orbit and X is not discrete, X is compact by Theorem B. Hence <p0(X) = X is compact. The proof is completed.
